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ABSTRACT

IDENTITY TALK OF HOMELESS SHELTERED WOMEN
Danielle T. Clemons, MA
Department of Sociology
Northern Illinois University, 2016
Dr. Jeff Kidder, Director

This thesis focuses on identity talk among homeless sheltered women. Specifically, this
research explores shelter residents’ experiences, the ways residents cope with shelter life, and its
consequences for their identities. The researcher entered the lifeworld of the shelter environment
in an attempt to understand the identity management of the residents and answer the research
question: “How do residents at Trinity House talk about their identity as homeless individuals?”
This study was conducted in a homeless shelter in the Midwest in 2015. The research included indepth, semistructured interviews with 10 homeless women and participant observation in a shelter
with approximately 100 residents and about 25 staff and volunteers who assist them.
Semistructured interviews and informal interviews with the residents allowed them to voice their
stories through self-reports. The researcher volunteered for 13 weeks at Trinity House, a shelter
dedicated to assisting both homeless individuals and families. This is relevant because of the ways
in which sheltered homeless women perform identity work by either submitting, resisting, or
adapting to shelter rules of engaging in distancing and/or embracement techniques to obtain,
through different types identity talk, the personal identity that they want to assert to others. Trinity
House residents engaged in distancing and embracement techniques to dissociate themselves from
their stigmatized social identity to create positive self-identities.
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INTRODUCTION
This thesis explores how homeless sheltered women talk about their identity as homelessshelter residents. Specifically, I look at the extent to which these women submit, resist, or adapt to
shelter life as they make attempts to assert positive personal identities. Particularly, this research
shows how homeless women create positive self-identities despite what they perceive to be
negative public perceptions of them. I entered the lifeworld of the shelter environment in an
attempt to understand the identity management of the residents and answer the research question:
“How do residents at Trinity House talk about their identity as homeless individuals?” My data
come from semi-structured interviews with 10 residents and 13 weeks of ethnographic, participant
observation at the Trinity House homeless shelter. Few scholars have given shelter residents the
platform to voice their stories from their perspectives. This thesis contributes to the existing
literature by outlining how shelter residents chose to describe themselves, through self-reports, in
light of what they want others to know about themselves. My analytic focus is on “identity talk”
and reporting the varying ways in which shelter residents dissociate themselves from their
stigmatized social identity. Specifically, I am combining literature that explores how shelter
residents resist and adapt to shelter life with literature that explores identity work among the
homeless to show how resisting and adaption are forms of identity work for sheltered homeless
women.
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This research builds on existing literature (Deward and Moe 2010; Snow and Anderson
1987) because it explores the ways in which shelter residents adapt their behavior, or use different
narrative strategies of submission and resistance to obtain the personal identity that they want to
assert to others. Residents dissociated themselves from their stigmatized social identity to create
positive self-identities by engaging in distancing and/or embracement techniques. This study
focuses on “identity work” in the form of verbal construction and assertion of self-identities or
“identity talk.” This matters because actions shape individuals’ identities. Furthermore, once an
individual's identity is threatened, he or she may become non-productive and resist the very
institutions designed to offer them assistance. In other words, motivation influences an individual’s
attitude and drives one to behave in a certain manner. Focusing on the context of individuals’
actions helps us understand how shelter residents attempt to repair their identity through various
means of identity maintenance strategies.
Homelessness is a pressing social issue in the United States. Homelessness is a condition
where people are not able to obtain and/or maintain permanent housing. Homelessness is a general
social problem in the U.S. that is an umbrella term that defines many different subsets of the
population and encompasses many different living situations and experiences. Studies show that
the homeless have distinct and diverse identities that are not just one dimensional (Parsell 2011).
Despite this, individuals are assigned the “homeless identity” on the basis of their homelessness.
This contributes to the public's negative views of the homeless. Making assumptions about the
lives of homeless individuals misshapes both their identities and the services that are provided to
them (Seal 2007). In the U.S., individuals are taught to value independence. When people cannot
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make ends meet, blame is often placed on the individual (Phelan, Link, Moore, and Stueve 1997)
for their homelessness (as opposed to the larger, unequal social system).
The homeless represent the very bottom of the class system. Marx referred to the
unemployed poor as the lumpenproletariat (Marx and Engels 1967). Marx was extremely negative
toward this “dangerous class” because it consisted of “insecure people” who lacked loyalty to the
real working class and could be bought off by the bourgeoisie to undermine working-class
struggles. Because many homeless individuals are not selling their labor, they are not exploited in
classic Marxist terms. But, clearly they suffer within the capitalist system. There are numerous
factors that can contribute to an individual or family becoming homeless—domestic violence,
illness, low wages or job loss/income, lack of affordable housing, jail, and relocation (HUD 2014),
just to name a few. Snow, Baker, Anderson, and Martin (1986) debunk the myth that the population
of the homeless is mostly made up of individuals who have a mental illness, but instead those who
cannot overcome the challenges of finding adequate employment. Snow, Baker, Anderson, and
Martin contribute these false perceptions of the homeless to media dramatizations and the public
perceptions that typify all the homeless as exhibiting bizarre behavior that is thought to be typical
of an individual who has a mental illness.
The exact number of homeless individuals is unknown because the estimates differ
depending on which of the various definitions of homelessness and counting methods are utilized;
however, according to the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD
2014), “There are four federally defined categories under which individuals and families may
qualify as homeless: 1) literally homeless, 2) imminent risk of homelessness, 3) homeless under
other Federal statutes, and 4) fleeing/attempting to flee domestic violence.” Although the exact
number of homeless individuals is unknown in the United States, according to the HUD (2014),
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on any given night there are anywhere from a low of 600,000 to a high of 3.5 million individuals
without adequate shelter in the United States. The homeless population is fluid because some
people are homeless for a point in time while others fall into the category of chronically homeless.
Homeless shelters are non-permanent residences that are designed to offer a variety of
activities and programs that help prepare its residence for independent living. As a response to the
growing homelessness rate, makeshift homeless shelters began to emerge in the late 1970s and
early 1980s and, by the late 1980s, "shelters began to be transformed into permanent institutions"
(Dordick 1996; Stark 1994). In the 1980s the government funding for housing programs was nearly
cut in half. This caused a significant increase in the homeless population, particularly an
increasingly number of homeless women and children (Hill and Stamey 1990). During this time,
the increased numbers and visibility of the homeless contributed to an increasing amount of
research on homelessness.
According to Goffman (1963), stigmatized people are those who do not have full social
acceptance and are constantly striving to adjust their social identities. The concept of stigma
explains the treatment of many socially condemned individuals, including homeless people.
Negative labels, such as “bum,” are a public stigma which may lead one to feel isolated from the
larger society because of the subjection to discrimination. A stigmatized social identity can be a
cause of emotional distress for shelter residents and can affect one's overall quality of life (Link
and Phelan 2001). Some homeless individuals cope with the negative views of homelessness by
negotiating their stigma, which can be a day-to-day struggle (Juhila 2004), and turning to their
social networks (Liebow 1993). Because the sense of self is embedded in the interactions and
roles played within a society, as individuals come into contact with each other they attempt to
control or guide the impression that others may have of them (Goffman 1959) to give them a
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personal sense of self-respect and self-esteem. According to Maslow’s (1943) Hierarchy of
Needs, this is important to human existence. Key to this are efforts to manipulate others’
impressions of us, what Goffman (1959) called impression management. Past research focused
on identity maintenance strategies (Farrington and Robinson 1999; Goffman 1963). According to
Goffman (1963), stigmatized groups may attempt to “pass” or not disclose information that could
lead others to become aware of their stigma. However for certain groups, such as the homeless,
passing is largely impossible (Snow and Anderson 1987), which can be said for shelter residents
who are required to live their private lives in a public space. Additionally, Rayburn and Guittar
(2013) found that homeless individuals make attempts to distance their self-concept and the
stereotypes that are associated with their status and because of these efforts they choose to share
certain information and not to disclose other information. Goffman (1955) introduced the
concept of “saving face” positioning that people strive to maintain the face they have created in
social situations.
This study examined how, when given the opportunity to talk about themselves to an
outside researcher, sheltered homeless women present themselves. I found the ways in which
sheltered homeless women resist, submit, and adapt to shelter life by engaging in distancing and/or
embracement techniques to categorize themselves given their shelter residency. Specifically this
study found that for these homeless women, resistance and adaptation are forms of identity work.
Literature Review
Homeless Identity
An individual's role in a particular setting influences her or his experiences. Within a
homeless shelter, residents can make their own free choices but are subjected to the rules and
regulations of the shelter. Shelter residents are required to live their daily lives in the public view
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(Rokach 2005) of others, which range from shelter staff and volunteers to other shelter residents.
Their residency at the homeless shelter is both a “status symbol” (Goffman 1963) and a “stigma
symbol” (Rogers-Dillon 1995) to others which represents their current social status and is a
stigmatizing indicator of poverty. However, what “outsiders” do not know are the self-identity
claims of the shelter’s residents. Often the way that people experiencing homelessness perceive
themselves is different than the public’s perceptions of them.
Identity addresses the question, “Who am I?” Goffman (1959) and Butler (1990)
conceptualize identity as performance performed for an audience. According to Burke (1991),
individuals assert their identities given their particular roles in society. Self-identity is an
inescapable issue in modern society (Giddens 1991). According to Jenkins (2004), identity matters
in everyday life because people identify others and decide how to treat them. He states that
“...identity is the human capacity—rooted in language to know ‘who’s who’ (and hence ‘what’s
what’) (Jenkins 2004:15). An individual's salient identities differ depending on the situation
(Hoelter 1983). According to social identity theory, all individuals want a positive self-concept
and obtain this by making favorable comparisons with individuals who are similar to them and
engaging in various coping strategies (Tajfel and Turner 1979).
According to Snow and Anderson (1987), “social identity,” “personal identity,” and “selfconcept” are distinct terms. According to these researchers, social identities are “identities
attributed or imputed to others in an attempt to place or situate them as social objects. They are not
self-designations or avowals but imputations based primarily on information gleaned on the basis
of appearance, behavior, and the location and time of action” (13). On the other hand, personal
identities are “the meanings attributed to the self by the actor. They are self-designations and selfattributions brought into play or asserted during the course of interaction” (13). Self-concept is
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“one's overarching view or image of her- or himself as a physical, social, spiritual, or moral being”
(14). Often, the account that homeless individuals give of themselves is different than how society
views them. In this present study, identity talk gives homeless sheltered women an opportunity to
counter the stigma symbols associated with their social identity (e.g., living in a homeless shelter,
receiving food stamps, etc.). This research is different from past studies because it explores how
sheltered homeless women utilize submission, adaptation, and resistance strategies (Deward and
Moe 2010) and distancing and/or embracement techniques (Snow and Anderson 1987) to shape
their identities as they attempt to manage their positive self-identities by conducting identity work.
Building from Snow and Anderson, this research also tells the stories of who the homeless
are and how the people in this study go about being homeless—in a shelter with rules that govern
residents and surveillance by administrative oversight—as it reports the ways in which shelter
residents adapt their behavior or use different narrative strategies of submission and resistance
(Deward and Moe 2010), by engaging in identity talk, to obtain a positive personal identity. Trinity
House residents engaged in distancing and embracement techniques to dissociate themselves from
their stigmatized social identity to create positive self-identities.
The experience of homelessness is different for different people. All individuals do not
experience homelessness in the same way. Understanding the experiences of sheltered homeless
women through their narratives helps us understand the interactions which are part of the accounts
they give. Past studies suggest that categorizing homeless individuals into one “homeless identity”
negatively influences public perceptions of people experiencing homelessness (Pascale 2005;
Swain 2011). This affects how those experiencing homelessness are received by the general public
and those offering services (Swain 2011). Past research also suggests that homeless individuals
living on the street for a shorter time “distance” themselves from “homeless identity” and homeless
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individuals on the street for longer periods of time are more likely to “embrace” the homeless
identity (Osborne 2002; Snow and Anderson 1987). Boydell, Goering, and Morrell-Bellai (2000)
found that the newly homeless were more likely to describe themselves in positive terms compared
to those who were chronically homeless, who described themselves in negative terms.
Past research focuses mostly on the causes of homelessness (Morse 1992), physiological
survival needs (Bassuk et al. 1996), and problems posed to the larger community (Snow, Baker,
and Anderson 1989). The voices and perspectives of homeless individuals are rarely considered to
contribute to the broader knowledge of who they really are. Snow and Anderson’s (1993) work is
a notable exception because they teach us how identity work shapes social behavior and they
provide us with a better understanding of the day-to-day processes involved in being homeless.
This present study contributes to understanding self-presentation strategies among homeless
shelter residents, or the identity that homeless shelter residents put forth through talk, to achieve a
certain image of themselves. I wanted to know how homeless women, during the course of indepth interviews, positioned themselves in positive light. This study adds to Snow and Anderson’s
(1993) work by exploring how sheltered homeless women cope with (i.e., engage in distancing or
embracement) shelter life and use different narrative strategies of submission and resistance
(Deward and Moe 2010) to assert positive personal identities.
Snow and Anderson (1987) were concerned with “identity work,” which is “the range of
activities individuals engage in to create, present, and sustain personal identities that are congruent
with and supportive of the self-concept” (p. 1348). Particularly, they found that homeless
individuals construct and come to terms with their personal identities through “identity talk."
According to Snow and Anderson (1987), “identity talk” constitutes the primary form of “identity
work” by means of which homeless street people construct and negotiate personal identities. In
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our society, individuals consume a variety of different things to signify (use of symbols) their
position in society as it relates to social class and wealth. People buy houses in certain locations.
They buy certain cars. People make judgments on others based on these “observable” goods.
Because homeless individuals lack financial and social resources in which other populations may
use to affirm their identity, talk, as opposed to other “identity work” strategies, is the primary
avenue through which they can attempt to construct, assert, and maintain desired personal
identities.
According to Blumer (1969) language is the source of meaning. It is what we use to identify
ourselves—and individuals imagine how others perceive and evaluate them (Cooley 1902). In
Snow and Anderson’s (1987) study, as participants communicated their beliefs about their
identities, the researchers identified three patterns of identity talk—distancing, embracement, and
fictive storytelling. These patterns were found to be used depending on the participant’s length of
time on the street. The identity of the homeless living on the street has been a focus of previous
studies (Borchard 2005; Snow and Anderson 1993), but few have focused on those living in
residential shelters. This research contributes to existing literature because it reports the ways that
different narrative strategies of submission and resistance are used by sheltered women to assert
positive personal identities. Hill and Stamey (1990) suggest that both the activities and talk of the
homeless are used to support their self-concept. In sum, the homeless are often devalued by the
larger society. In light of this, homeless individuals may attempt to construct more positive
identities of themselves.
Institutional Settings of Homeless Shelters
Institutions are set in place to maintain social order and help to govern the behaviors of
individuals who exist in a particular society or community. An example of an institution is a
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homeless shelter. A total institution, a term originally conceptualized by Goffman (1961), is “a
place of… residence where a large number of like-situated people, cut off from the wider society
for an appreciable period of time, together lead an enclosed formally administered round of life”
(xiii). As the shelter movement spread, so did the institutionalization and bureaucratization of these
shelters (Stark 1994). Although Goffman did not classify homeless shelters as total institutions,
past research has examined the ways that shelters may be classified as total institutions (Bogard
1998; Moe 2009; Mulder 2004; Snow and Anderson 1993; Stark 1994). Homeless shelters have
many characteristics of total institutions because they house homeless people who are incapable
of obtaining or maintaining adequate housing (Dordick 1996; Snow and Anderson 1993).
Residents of total institutions are thought to be incapable of looking after themselves and pose a
threat to the community (Goffman 1961). Total institutions are designed to protect the community
from the dangers that its residents could pose (Goffman 1961). Furthermore, research on total
institutions suggests that residents in such organizational settings face a variety of negative
consequences (Dordick 1996; Mulder 2004). Total institutions surround all aspects of an
individual's life and are designed to manipulate the behaviors of residents (Deward and Moe 2010).
Additionally, homeless shelters are hierarchical in nature. There are rules and guidelines, closely
monitored by administrative staff, that residents must follow or they might be asked to leave the
shelter. Goffman (1961) believes that total institutions have power extending beyond their
prescribed functions. These institutions often produce unintended outcomes such as limiting
possible paths out of the shelter (Dordick 1996). Total institutions can be problematic because
there may be an organizational barrier to remedying homelessness. Excessive rules and programs
of social control often make shelters difficult places to live.
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Upon examining the ways in which homeless shelters qualify and operate as total
institutions, specifically how residents negotiate bureaucracy and institutionalization, Deward and
Moe (2010) found that there were three survival strategies used by homeless women to cope with
the institution: submission, adaptation, and rejection. Those who were “submitters” obeyed the
rules, did not question the authority of the staff, and minded their own business. “Adapters” either
depended on their spiritual identity; in other words, these residents did not embrace the shelter’s
rules but focused on their faith to guide their behavior, or re-created hierarchies. These residents
distinguished themselves from other residents by labeling themselves as houseless—or
temporarily homeless because of the reason for their shelter stay—as opposed to those who were
homeless because of poor judgment or bad decision making. Submission and adaptation are about
submitting/adapting to shelter institutionalization. The “resisters” challenged the power of the staff
and resisted the rules. Inside of these institutional settings, individuals are subject to rehabilitative
and disciplinary interventions. There are latent functions, such as surveillance, that may make
residents feel inferior to staff or others.
Many of the homeless shelter’s rules and the activities that the residents are required to
participate in are aimed at helping them in different ways and hopefully end their cycle of
homelessness. However, some rules contribute to the anger and frustration that many residents
detail in their narratives. The functioning of bureaucracies makes them extremely efficient at
processing large volumes of routinized materials (e.g., administering driver’s licenses). What they
are not good at is handling individualized problems. Not following shelter rules could result in
penalties, even removal from the shelter. In sum, the ways that shelters work as “total institutions”
is relevant to this research when it has consequences for the ways in which its residents are
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impacted in terms of stigma or managing their sense of self, either with people outside of the
shelter or especially in terms of their experiences within the shelter.
Gender
The 1980s saw an increasing number of homeless women and children because there were
more single-parent families who were vulnerable to housing insecurity (Hill and Stamey 1990).
Past research shows that there are key differences among homeless single women, women with
children, men with children, and single men (Burt and Cohen 1989; Roll, Toro, and Ortola 1999;
Zugazaga 2004). Both men and women are affected by homelessness, but women are
disproportionately the primary heads of homeless families—which makes their experience more
“complex” and “nuanced” (Deward and Moe 2010). Because of their position as family heads,
homeless women are particularly resourceful, and this resourcefulness is the key for providing for
their children and keeping the family unit together (Thrasher and Mowbray 1995). The differences
in experiences for men and women in shelters may be in part due to socially constructed gender
roles (Schindler and Coley 2007). This may affect notions of self and personal identity in particular
situations. Because women’s experiences and voices have largely gone unheard in past research
(Romero and Stewart 1999), for this project, women were recruited, interviewed, and observed.
Extending research on Snow and Anderson’s (1987) work on “identity talk” among
homeless street men, I explore how female shelter residents talk about and negotiate their
identities. My analysis focuses on identity construction techniques similar to those found in Snow
and Anderson’s work. I show that the identity claims that Trinity House residents make about
themselves, as opposed to others, can be understood as self-sufficient and independent. In the
process I show how the residents in my study go about being homeless individuals; that is, through
their identity talk shelter residents can be seen as submitting, adapting, or rejecting the institution
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(Deward and Moe 2010). This matters because having a positive personal identity many have
positive consequences for individuals. Conversely, women's survival strategies may complicate
their efforts to escape homelessness. Specifically, the women at the shelter who wanted to maintain
their identities through resistance risked being ejected from the shelter (while the women who were
more submissive and dependent could stay).

DATA AND METHOD
A qualitative study involving face-to-face semi-structured in-depth interviews and
ethnographic fieldwork was conducted. The study included in-depth, semi-structured interviews
with 10 homeless women and participant observation for 13 weeks at Trinity House, a shelter with
approximately one hundred residents and about twenty-five staff and volunteers who are dedicated
to assisting homeless women and their families (which may include both adult male partners and
male children). The shelter relies on support from the community and volunteers. In order to gain
access to the shelter and obtain permission to interview the residents and staff at the shelter, I took
on a role as a volunteer. Once my background check was complete I made plans to begin
volunteering the first week of July in 2015. Ultimately, I decided to volunteer in the kitchen around
lunchtime—which was served daily at noon. To maintain access, I went at approximately the same
time throughout the week in an attempt to become a regular member of the same group of
participants. Disadvantages of this was I could not obtain the accounts of the women who were
not present at the shelter during the time I spent there. Advantages of this was I was able to
establish trusting relationships with residents whom I encountered frequently during my shelter
visits.
As a volunteer in the kitchen, I had access to the kitchen area and I was given the
opportunity to help out with various needs around the shelter. I had the opportunity to interact with
the kitchen manager every day that I volunteered at the shelter. There were various other staff
members and volunteers who I interacted with during various occasions. I was able to obtain
information—about the shelter and residents—from the staff, when relevant, during the course of
this study. After a few weeks in the setting, I was able to interact with various staff members and
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residents by simply approaching them and stating my research objectives. I saw firsthand the daily
happenings at the shelter. In a pilot study for this project, I conducted 15 hours of fieldwork at
Gregory House, a homeless shelter in a small college town in Illinois, and I completed one semistructured interview. My goal was to learn about homeless individuals’ experiences and feelings
about shelter life. Fieldwork was carried out from February 2014 to March 2014. Both Trinity
House and Gregory House operated in similar ways. For example, they both were 90-day-stay
shelters with similar daily activities—such as the serving of meals to its residents.
The interviews ranged from just over 10 minutes to nearly an hour. Semi-structured
interviews and informal interviews with the residents allowed shelter residents to report how they
engage in distancing and/or embracement techniques to create positive self-identities and
dissociate themselves from their stigmatized social identity. Pseudonyms are used in place of the
residents’ names (Table 1). The residents who were interviewed ranged from 24 to 52 years old.
The research method of ethnographic participant-observation (Blumer 1969) and qualitative
interviewing provided me with the opportunity to learn about the identity claims that homeless
women make as they adapt to shelter life. This method of inquiry was used in this study because
understanding the lifeworld of shelter residents requires an understanding of the meanings that
emerge when they interact with one another. Ethnographic fieldwork allows the researcher to
attempt to understand members’ meanings or the ways the members see and interpret their
experiences while in particular field settings. Narratives and experiences of residents were
detailed. Additionally, information was obtained about how the residents feel they can be better
assisted in their transition out of homelessness. Pursuing this knowledge requires researchers to
study the day-to-day aspects of shelters and their residents.
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Participant observations were used for the purposes of both determining whom to recruit
for interviews and for providing contextual data to complement the interviews. Through participant
observation, I had limited contact with a portion of these individuals. Volunteering at the setting
helped facilitate my ability to ask individuals if they were interested in setting up an appointment
to participate in an interview. During this study, I was able to consider the many elements of
actions or of daily life for the residents at the shelter to understand how the women in this study
engage in identity maintenance strategies to talk about themselves in a positive light. However, I
was limited to perceptions that residents had during a limited time period of 13 weeks spent at the
shelter. Spending a few months in the field could not allow me to shed all that much light on the
totality of the respondents' lives as homeless individuals. Further, because the data detailed the
ways in which shelter residents adapt to shelter life to obtain positive personal identities, I was
limited to looking at a small part of the bigger picture of homelessness. It should also be noted that
this study relies on a sample of female residents who remained in the shelter around lunchtime at
noon (the time at which I had access to the shelter). Thus, my findings are most based on my
interactions with a select group of residents.
TABLE 1:
PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS
Name
(Race)

Age Number Time
Of Kids In
Shelter

Tasha
(African
American)

33

8
(3 at
shelter)

Previous
Shelter
Stay

2 weeks Yes
(1)

Reason For
Shelter Stay

Plans for the
future

Living in a bad
neighborhood

Not returning
Getting a job
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Sandra
(African
American)

26

2
(1 at
shelter)

2
months

Yes

Family
Issues/distractions

Remove people
from life

Connie
(African
American)

45

1

3
weeks,
4 days

Never
mentioned

Relocation for
better life

Getting GED
and a part-time
job

Maria
(African
American)

24

1

2 weeks Yes

Escaping domestic
violence

Not returning
Having own
place

Kathy
52
(Caucasian)

3
(adults)

A little
over a
month

Yes
High rent
(chronically
homeless)

Faye
(African
American)

27

3

3 weeks Never
mentioned

Unemployment

Find housing

Meg
40
(Caucasian)

0

1 week

Friendship issues

Return to
previous
residence/Pay
past bills

Yes

Find housing

Online culinary
school
Lola
(African
American)

33

2

1 week,
1 day

Yes

Failed relocation

Finish
degree/law
school
Transitional
housing

Stephanie
(African
American)

37

6
(3 at
shelter)

2
months

Yes

Unemployment

Own a
restaurant

Rose
(African
American)

46

1
(not at
shelter)

1 day

Yes

House fire

Exit shelter
Continue fight
for disability
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Nine of the women I interviewed had children, and of these, seven had children with them
at the shelter (one had adult children who were not at the shelter). Residents lived in the shelter
ranging from one day to two months. Of the residents, eight mentioned that they had previously
stayed in a shelter prior to their current experience. From the interviews, it was unclear if the other
two had a previous shelter experience. Residents’ self-reports of their time in previous shelters
ranged from one day to two months. Various reasons that residents gave for their current shelter
residency included: living in a bad neighborhood (1), family issues/distractions (1), relocation for
a better life (1), escaping domestic violence (1), high rent (1), unemployment (2), friendship issues
(1), failed relocation (1), and house fire. Residents discussed various plans for their future. Aside
from finding permanent housing, at least half of the residents mentioned their plans for future
employment and education. When talking about other living situations, most of the residents said
that the shelter is better than the alternative, which most of the residents stated was “being on the
street.” This is with the exception of Maria, who said, “I would have rather been in my domestic
violence situation than to be here” as she talked about her negative experience at the shelter. This
seems to contradict an earlier comment when she said, “I mean they give you somewhere for you
and your kids to sleep at night, that’s positive.” Basically, like the other women, Maria admits that
shelter residency is a more realistic choice. Residents also talked about their plans for the future
(see Table 1).

Procedure
For 13 weeks, data was collected through participant observation and both formal and
informal interviews at the homeless shelter. I went to the shelter to “hang out” with the residents
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and staff for a little over three months. For the interviews, a convenience sample of 10 residents
was recruited. Respondents were required to be 18 years of age or older and homeless shelter
residents to be eligible to participate in the interviews. Prior to gaining access to the shelter,
permission from the volunteer coordinator and shelter director was obtained to conduct research
and to take on the formal role as a volunteer.
Entering the shelter as a volunteer allowed me to observe and participate in daily
interactions at the shelter. I observed daily interactions of both residents and staff and volunteers
in addition to observing the daily happenings and rules and regulations of the shelter. I observed
the daily routines and listened to what the residents and staff told me about themselves, as well as
what they told me about one another. I made observations approximately two to four times a week,
for approximately one to four hours each time, both inside the shelter and outside in the back
play/garden area.
Prior to entering the field setting, a semi-structured interview guide was constructed, then
refined once I entered the shelter and learned more about it. Potential interviewees were recruited
from the participant-observation sample (i.e., individuals already familiar with the research
project). Interviewees helped recruit future interviewees from among their acquaintances. Because
I was volunteering in the kitchen, I was cut off from residents unless I went out to recruit
interviewees or engage in participant observation around the shelter. Characteristic of a total
institution, residents and staff are usually split except for the occasional surveillance—making sure
that the residents are doing what is required of them. A few residents were uninterested in being
interviewed, but most were eager to share their experiences with me. This tells me that individuals
wanted to dissociate themselves from the social identities that others use to define them and assert
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their own personal identities. Staff members also helped me recruit residents. For example, an
email was sent to the staff, by the volunteer coordinator, letting them know that I was in the setting
to volunteer to conduct interviews and make observations. Additionally, staff members were told
that they had permission to participate in the interviews. Residents and staff and volunteers who I
interacted with or encountered were informed of my objectives and were asked for consent to being
observed.
Interviews were conducted in a private setting (away from other residents and staff) at a
time—most often right before or after lunch at noon—and place most convenient for the
respondents—either inside the cafeteria or in a quiet place outside. The interviews were audiorecorded to complement written notes, which included observations of both verbal and nonverbal
behaviors as they occurred during my time in the field setting. I also recorded immediate personal
reflections about the interview after the interview concluded. During the study, information about
residents’ experiences living at the shelter was obtained. I asked questions as well as let the
residents talk about what came to mind. During the fieldwork, I engaged in informal interviewing
of residents, staff, and volunteers. I kept detailed field notes of my participant observations.
The ethnographic interviews were transcribed verbatim. After I completed my visits to the
shelter, both field notes and interviews yielded over 114 single-spaced typed pages. From this,
data was coded and analyzed paying close attention to talk about identity. Coding is the process of
taking textual data, breaking it down to smaller pieces, categorizing, and analytically analyzing
the results. Moreover, the process consists of immersing in the data and attempting to define
general propositions.
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I went through the data, finding all the basic concepts. Open coding helped me see general
phenomena in the field notes. Open coding took the form of coding memos. During this process, I
discovered codes and themes that were presented in the data. Focused coding consisted of
integrating the memos. The process began with trolling, or pulling out excerpts that were coded
during the open coding with the same code and putting into new documents.

RESULTS: FINDINS AND OBSERVATIONS
Self-Presentation Strategies of Sheltered Homeless Women
Although the stories and experiences that the shelter residents shared were diverse and their
accounts sometimes contradictory, they all had one thing in common—the need for shelter. All the
residents shared the common experience of residing in the same homeless shelter at one time or
another during the course of this present study. However, they shared a range of perceptions about
their experiences and feelings relating to their shelter residency. In this study, the shelter residents
negotiated their identity through talk. Keeping in mind the research question (How do shelter
residents talk about their identities?), Snow and Anderson’s (1987) work on identity talk was used
to frame identity talk strategies of the women at Trinity House. First, I will report the shelter rules
and regulations (along with a description of the shelter and its mission), which will be followed by
reporting the residents’ displeasure with shelter life.

Trinity House (Mission and Description)
Similar to Gregory House, the shelter in my pilot study, Trinity House provided food and
shelter for the residents, but there were various rules and regulations that the residents had to abide
by. Trinity House is a shelter located in the Midwest. Trinity House’s mission is “To empower
adults and families to become independent and permanently housed.” Unlike the shelter in Deward
and Moe’s (2010) study, Trinity House is not a faith-based organization. Trinity House offers
various services. These services include meals for both residents and the community in need,
shelter and clothing, and various life skills and internship programs for residents. The shelter
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employs former residents. Additionally, there are a range of groups and individuals who volunteer
or assist the shelter in some way.
Trinity House is a multi-story building. In order to gain entrance to the building, individuals
have to be buzzed in. Once individuals walk through the building, the front desk is straight ahead,
adjacent to the shelter’s computer room. At the time of this study, there were log books at the front
desk where every visitor must sign in and out. People are usually cordial to guests at the shelter.
At any given moment staff can be patrolling the halls, conducting new resident intake or,
performing other tasks such as cooking in the kitchen or shelter maintenance.
Residents who remained in the building during the day were normally in the computer
room or cafeteria either sitting by themselves or chatting with others. During the summer, children
have the opportunity to participate in a summer camp at the shelter. The children who do not
participate are required to be supervised by their parents. To the left of the entrance are multiple
doorways leading to various rooms, including staff offices, the residents’ sleeping quarters, and
the lower level and upper level stairways. To the right of the front entrance, there is an additional
office and desk where security cameras and a phone are located. Also, to the right of the entrance
there is the kitchen. Down the hall is a large cafeteria. To the left of the kitchen there are multiple
doorways leading to various storage areas and a huge garden area in the backyard complete with
a playground for the kids. During my visits to the shelter, the environment was usually calm.

Shelter Rules and Regulations
One disadvantage of a total institution is that bureaucratic requirements may not always be
aligned with reality. For example, in a total institution, like Trinity House, the daily tightly
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scheduled activities are required to be carried out by all its members who are all treated alike by a
body of officials. Some of the women at Trinity House felt that this was problematic because
everyone had varying needs—and schedules. As the women at Trinity House detailed their
experiences with shelter life, it was common for them to address their anger and frustrations about
residing at the shelter. Unlike other places with characteristics similar to those of a total institution
(i.e., mental hospitals and jails), homeless shelters do not confine its residents and they are free to
leave at their discretion. However, living on the street without the assistance of the shelter is not a
realistic option, especially for women with minor children in their care.
Similar to a total institution, rules were used to control all aspects of the daily lives of
residents, subject residents to standardized activities, and reinforce the hierarchy. Similar to
Deward and Moe’s (2010) study, some residents resist the regulations of the shelter. According to
many of the people I spoke to, it was an official rule that residents have to be out of the living area
at 8:00 am. After this time, residents cannot return back to the sleeping areas to take a nap or hang
around. Residents have two choices if they want to remain inside the building during the day. They
could either be in the cafeteria or the computer lab. Some residents opted to leave the shelter for
employment, to obtain the necessary documentation that the shelter required, or to just hang
outside the building—among many other reasons. Lunch is served daily at approximately 12:00
pm. Some of the residents received food assistance through the Supplementary Nutritional
Assistance Program (SNAP) despite breakfast, lunch, and dinner being provided to the shelter
residents. One of Trinity House’s rules was that residents could not bring in outside food. The
residents have chores that are alternated between them. According to the residents, it was a formal
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rule that everyone has a chore once a week. Chores included washing the dishes and cleaning the
bathrooms and hallways, etc.
Residents knew that they were required to follow shelter rules and not following them
could result in the residents getting a violation—or being required to permanently leave the shelter.
For example, not doing your assigned chore or returning to the shelter after curfew is a cause to
get a violation. After a certain amount of violations, or if the violation is serious enough, residents
are asked to leave the shelter. At 4:00 pm the residents had permission to return to the sleeping
areas. During this time the evening staff set up for dinner or cleaned. Shelter residents have a
curfew at 8:00 pm. During this time residents are required to be inside the shelter or they will get
a violation. Additionally, the shelter collects 30 % of the resident’s income, should they have one.
Some residents did not agree with this policy and some statements made by some led me to believe
that they might conceal the fact that they are earning money in some way. For example, when
asked how others in her life respond to her shelter residency, Sandra stated, “They like why would
they want 30 percent of it? You don’t got no money. I’m trying to follow they policies because…
if they found out they could probably put me out or something.” Here she did not necessarily admit
that she did not report her income; however, she implied that other residents could be concealing
their incomes against shelter policies. If the residents did not have an income, then of course they
would not have any money to save. Residents’ income ranged from disability checks from the state
and child support payments to paid wages. Residents are required to provide twelve documents
that range from social security cards to past utility bills. Even residents who had income talked
about current money issues and past unpaid utility bills that were required to be paid in full as part
of the twelve documents that residents were required to provide.
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One resident, Maria, voiced her concern by stating, “But most of that stuff cost money. If
we had some goddamn money, we wouldn’t fucking be here right? So I’m not understanding why
it’s a requirement for us to have this mess before we go and get help with housing. If we had money
then we wouldn’t be in this shelter.” She, like many of the other residents, talked about their
financial hurdles and the fact that there were costs to obtaining most of the documentation that
they were required to get. When working residents (or residents with an income) did mention their
resentment of the non-working residents it was to express their dissatisfaction with sharing living
quarters. For example, Connie stated, “They just want to stay here like they live here. You got
some girl in my dorm, she think she live here. She don’t even work, but won’t let us use the socket
to plug the phone up or nothing… It’s about five of us in here.” Maria stated, “I mean it’s people
in here that sit around all day long not doing nothing. But they get into it [argue] in they room
[and] in the living area and do what they wanna do, [it’s] people that’s out here working tryna do
something for themself and their kids if they got them.”
Most of the residents talked about whether shelter policies helped or hindered them. They
also discussed other shelters where they previously resided and their policies. Rose stated that she
was limited by her physical disabilities and that some of the shelter rules were a hindrance. She
stated, “The only thing I don’t like about the shelter is that you have to get up too early in the
morning. 5:30 in the morning. I could understand if you have children to get up that early, but if
you don’t have children then you shouldn’t have to get up that early, you know, then me with that
condition, look at my legs swollen. My legs was way bigger than this. I couldn’t barely walk
yesterday.” Another resident, Tasha, believed that shelter policies were “fair” while Connie said
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they were “motivation.” The curfew was also considered a hindrance to residents who had to either
run errands or work late and could not make it back before 8:00 pm.
Once shelter residents obtain their 12 documents they are ideally ready to go to transitional
housing (for up to two years) where they have their own, private apartment-like unit—although
they still have rules that they have to abide by. Some residents lived in transitional housing before
their current shelter stay, but it would be a new experience for some, unless residents opted to find
their own housing without taking the shelter’s steps to get there. According to Lola, who was a
single mother of two, placement in transitional housing requires you to set up your goals, pay off
past utility bills, and meet with a case manager weekly as you attempt to accomplish them. This
process lets you take “baby steps until you can walk on your own,” Lola stated. Not all the residents
planned to continue on to transitional housing; instead it was common for residents to mention
their plan to obtain their own housing—on their own terms.
Through their narratives residents talked about the cons of shelter life. Residents said that
cons of shelter life were having their possessions stolen by other residents, stress from the shelter’s
sometimes hostile environment, and sanitation—particularly residents talked about bed bugs in the
shelter’s living areas. Residents shared their perceptions of other residents and by doing so often
revealed that some residents steal from others in the shelter. Tasha stated, “You gotta watch you
things and all that stuff… everybody's touching everybody things… you will have to keep your
own stuff close to you at all times,” and Maria stated, “You got people coming up under the
bathroom door stealing out yo purse while you in the shower. You got people stealing phones off
the bed while you sleep.” It was common for residents to complain about the shelter being a very
stressful place. Additionally, female residents complained about the access older male children
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had to the women’s bathroom. Connie explained, “You’re not really safe here because people be
looking in on the shower while you in the showers.” One resident, Kathy, complained about
mothers constantly abusing their children and her inability to wash her clothes because her
disability prevented her from going down the steps to do her laundry on the lower level. According
to Maria, “There is nothing safe [or comfortable] about this place… except the doors locked and
you gotta get buzzed in to come in.” Another resident, Meg, said that the shelter’s food policy (that
residents could not bring outside food or drinks into the shelter) was problematic because she is a
diabetic, which requires her to have food throughout the day.
Similar to Deward and Moe’s (2010) study, some of the residents said that the shelter was
“like a prison” or they felt like they were “in jail.” This is illustrated in the following comments
by Connie, who stated, “I feel like I’m in jail… I really do… too much drama,” and Maria, who
stated, “Somebody said this food worse than prison food. I swear. I ain’t never been to prison
before so I don’t know how their food taste but.” Furthermore, according to Lola, who overheard
an argument between a staff member and residents, said that the staff member said to the resident,
“Y’all wanna act like criminals, then I’m going to treat y'all like criminals because I used to work
in a jail.” Lola then went on to say, “I’m not comfortable with that, me; I’m coming in here
wrapped up, I’m respectful at all times and you’re gonna treat me like I’m a criminal. That’s not
cool because all of us are not criminals so just because one person stole cell phones, we straight
caught the person who did it.” During my time at the shelter I did not personally witness thefts or
people getting busted for thefts, but while conversing with a resident, I did hear about an incident
that happened at the shelter one night. A woman was asked to leave the shelter for her thievery.
She was accused of stealing various items that could be bought in the shelter’s supply room with
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“Trinity Bucks." I was informed of this incident by a resident’s boyfriend, who did not reside at
the shelter, that the woman was sitting outside the shelter with her baby and all her possessions
that were stored in bags. He claimed that he brought this incident to my attention because he felt
that it was wrong to make the woman leave during the night with an infant. The resident with
whom I was speaking was the only resident to inform me about her knowledge of the incident, but
other residents expressed their overall frustrations with the stealing that was taking place in the
shelter.
In addition to feeling like they were living in a prison, residents felt like the staff
infantilized them. This is illustrated by the following residents’ comments: “Then they give us
enough for a one-year-old and I’m fat as fuck… a little one-year-old serving not gonna fill me
up...They treat us like kids…Then they feel like they are better sometimes” (Maria),
and “Basically we get treated like kids. In that order” (Tasha), and “I’m not a kid. You ain't gotta
talk to me like I’m a kid, or two or three or whatever” (Faye). Goffman (1961) stated that within
total institutions personal autonomy and individuality are compromised because of the emphasis
on conformity to rules. Residents also believed that the staff treat them as nothing more than
dependents. According to many of the residents, staff were biased—enforcing rules and providing
resources at their discretion. This clearly demonstrates how residence in homeless shelters
undercuts residents’ individuality. This is why it is important for residents to have the opportunity
to talk about who they are rather than what society assumes based on their homelessness.
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Shelter Assistance
Most of the residents talked about the shelter not providing them assistance or that the
shelter lacked resources but also acknowledged that they benefited from the resources and
assistance that the shelter did offer. Tasha stated that the shelter was supposed to help residents
find housing and place them in a job training program. She said, “...some of the people that be
here, they’ll help. Some of them they won’t.” She then went on to say that the shelter does not
provide you with anything and that she was getting ready to move without the assistance of the
shelter. Another resident, Sandra, said that she did not know what assistance the shelter offered,
but she has not had to spend any money since her shelter residency because the shelter provided
her with all her basic needs—in addition to a place to stay. Other residents mentioned that the
shelter provided them with shoes, clothes, and the ability to earn “Trinity Bucks” to purchase
hygiene items. These inconsistencies reveal that individuals have multifaceted identities. The
above statements show how residents attempt to distance themselves from those who are
institutionally dependent as they attempt to assert the claim that they are independent.
Understanding how residents talk about their identities helps us to understand the ways in which
shelter residents adapt their behavior and engage in distancing and embracement techniques to
assert positive personal identities.

Motherhood
Residents who had children talked about their experiences with having children in the
shelters. Seven of the residents had minor children in their care while residing in the shelter. Issues
of authority over one's children and children misbehaving surfaced during residents’ narratives.
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Tasha, a mother with three children who resided with her at the shelter, said, “Other people’s kids
are bad but you still have to maintain your kids.” The community-style living arrangements of the
shelter forced many residents, as well as their children, to live their lives in the close proximity of
others at the shelter. Some mothers disagreed with other residents or staff members attempting to
discipline their children. According to Faye, “When you trying to chastise them or you sitting there
yelling, you out of line. You know you can't do that.” Stephanie said, “When you say something
to my kids, I straight go from zero to one hundred just out of control.” These mothers were
combative at the thought of others in the shelter taking on the caregiving role of their children.
Stephanie then went on to say, “It’s like a battlefield up in here for real, so it’s like if you doing
what you want for your kids and somebody don’t like what you doing for your kids… then they
gonna start going off on you. They gonna start sending their kids to do stuff to your kids. They
gonna say something to you, bump into you, do some crazy stuff.” Just as some mothers resisted
the authority of the staff, so did some when it came to the authority of their children during their
residency in the shelter. According to these women, who were the heads of their families, staff
made various attempts to overthrow their authority as mothers. The mothers who had children at
the shelter all talked about the challenges they face as homeless mothers. Additionally, some
mothers talked about their children’s feelings about their shelter residency and how that motivated
them to do what needed to be done to exit the shelter. Tasha said that her “[kids] don’t like it
[living at the shelter]... not at all.” Obviously, for some women, their identities were encompassed
by their roles as mothers.
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Chronic Homelessness
Eight of the 10 residents identified themselves as being previous shelter residents. For
example, Rose explained that she became homeless after the loss of her mom, by stating, “...she
[her mom] died in ’05 and that’s when I become homeless. I came here. I stayed here for about
three months then I left then after that I got a house. The house burnt up like six months ago.” Like
many of the other residents, this resident stated that she became homeless during a point in time
but was able to obtain housing before circumstances brought her back to the shelter. Two of the
residents identified themselves as experiencing chronic homelessness. Maria stated, “I been in and
out of shelters since I was 15,” and Kathy stated, “Yes, off and on [homelessness] has been an
ongoing problem.” In my pilot study, Laura talked about “Lifers” or habitual homeless individuals
and how they seem to ultimately accept their fate as homeless individuals. This was contradicted
by statements made by the women at Trinity House who identified themselves as chronically
homeless. Maria, who claimed that she has experienced homelessness on and off since she was 15,
said, “I just recently got two jobs… I’m trying to save up as much money as I can so I can get my
own apartment.” Clearly, this woman does not acknowledge that she accepts her fate as being
chronically homeless; however, she identifies herself as being resourceful as she figures out how
to overcome homelessness. This is also true for Kathy, who stated that her future plans included
finding housing and paying past utility bills as quickly as possible.

Narrative Strategies of Sheltered Women
According to Snow and Anderson (1987), “When individuals have to enact roles, associate
with others, or utilize institutions that imply social identities inconsistent with their actual or
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desired self-conceptions, they may attempt to distance themselves from these roles, associations,
and institutions” (1348). In Snow and Anderson’s study, homeless people distanced themselves
from specific groups of homeless, specific occupational roles, and the institutions which were
designed to offer them services. Snow and Anderson (1987) define embracement as “the verbal
and expressive confirmation of one’s acceptance of and attachment to the social identity associated
with a general or specific role, a set of social relationships, or a particular ideology” (1354). This
is when one’s self-concept is in agreement with the social identity ascribed to them. In Snow and
Anderson’s study some individuals embraced their role as a homeless person, some embraced
religion or spirituality, while others embraced their association with other homeless individuals.
Similar to Deward and Moe’s (2010) study, the women who resided at Trinity House either
“submitted” to or accepted the shelter rules and respected the staff, “adapted” to or adjusted to the
shelters institutionalization by “reframing their perspective about it” (122), or “resisted” or went
against the shelter rules “through various means of resistance”(122). This is relevant because of
the ways in which shelter residents adapt their behavior, or use different narrative strategies of
submission and resistance, to obtain, through different types of identity talk, the personal identity
that they want to assert to others. The women at Trinity House did this by engaging in distancing
and/or embracement techniques.
Whether residents were momentarily “going through a hard time” or did a “360” and ended
up “right back where they came from,” all the residents perceived that anyone can fall on hard
times and have to resort to shelter residency. According to Meg, “Well we each have a story that
intertwines… there are a lot of differences, but you know they do make sense and come together
as one… in the same shelter, but um how you got here may be different than another person… but
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you come together as you are in there too.” Residents said this to say that despite their attempts to
distance themselves, they are nevertheless living in the same shelter with the very same people
they attempt to disassociate themselves from. Despite the diverse rationale for the residents’ need
for shelter, they all faced some kind of economic hurdle that resulted in their shelter residency—
whether temporary or ongoing. Having the common knowledge that perceptions and beliefs about
the homeless population are usually biased, dissociating themselves from others who are homeless
provided these women with an opportunity to create a positive sense of self-worth despite their
current experience with homelessness. Placing barriers between “me” and “them” allowed these
women to diminish their feelings of shame, worthlessness, and conflict.

Submission
Submitters obeyed the rules and did not question the authority of the staff. Four women in
this study used the narrative strategy of submission. An example of submission is when Sandra
said, “I follow all the rules… I do all the chores… I follow the policies and stuff like that because
I don’t have time for all the craziness that’s going on. All the fighting and stuff.” Here Sandra is
submitting to the shelter’s rules by acknowledging that she obeys them and avoids conflict with
others at the shelter. She knows not following the rules could consequently result in her being put
out of the shelter—something that she did not want to happen. When asked if there were any rules
or shelter policies that should be changed, Connie, a mother of one, said, “No, I feel like this [is
their] shelter and I don’t want nobody getting mad at me; they been running it like that, I’m just
here to do what I gotta do and get out of here.” These are two examples of residents who obeyed
the rules or “submitted” to them and did not question the authority of the staff. Additionally, these
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women did not involve themselves in others’ personal affairs and appeared to appreciate what they
received. When asked about her feelings about living at the shelter, Connie also stated, “You know
it’s a little drama in here, now and then, but you know as long as I’m not in it I don’t care.” During
my participant observation I was informed by a long- time staff member that one resident had been
at the shelter well over the 90-day typical stay period because she refused to live outside the shelter.
These residents identified themselves as individuals who complied with the shelter’s rules and
their subordinate position within the shelter. At Trinity House, submitters avoided confrontations
with the staff by following shelter rules doing what they are instructed by staff to do. Regardless
of the reason for their submission, these residents preferred to make their shelter residency go as
smoothly as possible by maintaining identities that align with that of the good resident to ensure
they did not jeopardize their shelter stay. The shelter, whose stated mission is to “empower adults
and families to become independent,” actually reinforced dependence on the shelter because the
submitters were likely to be favored over other residents.

Associational Distancing
For some residents, obeying the rules meant distancing themselves from having relations
with specific residents. According to Snow and Anderson (1987), if one's associates are negatively
evaluated then individuals may make attempts to distance themselves from them to develop a
different and more self-respecting personal identity (1350). Seven women employed
“associational distancing” (Snow and Anderson 1987) strategies. According to Stephanie, “I’m
trying my best to stay away from drama because if I get myself involved in drama, I know where
it’s gonna lead and I know it’s not a good place and my kids are gonna be away from me for a long
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time… because this environment is not healthy for anybody to stay in.” Connie stated, “I keep my
distance to make sure I can speak again. See another day to say how you doing. I communicate
then I go off… you know that’s how you keep the communication going. You just can’t hang with
them every day because you know they got a lot of things. It’s a lot of different personalities in
here and they all triggered off by drugs and something and they ain't feeling good sometimes.
Some people they just trip all the time.” According to Faye, “I’m not here to make friends…
somewhere to go for me and my kids.” Tasha stated, “Get a lot of females together and it’s oil and
water.” Rose stated, “I just speak to people and keep on going because since I’ve been here, I sit
up and I hear them talk and they are talking about nothing, you know what I’m saying? If anything
y’all should be talking about how y’all should be helping one another get up out of here. ‘Did you
see what she had on last night? Did you see when she came in the room last night?’ And stuff like
that. I don’t affiliate myself with that type of thing. My thing is do what needs to be done for
myself and moving on… Right now, it's about me. A lot of young women that have children they
should set a better example for their children instead of talking about folks and we in the same
predicament. Why would I talk about you and I’m in the same predicament you in, you in the same
predicament I’m in. That’s crazy you know. To each its own.”
According to Snow and Anderson (1987), individuals are often judged based on the
individuals they choose to connect with, so their identity claims depend on their ability to draw
distinctions between themselves and people they choose not to be associated with (1349).
Furthermore, Lola distinguished herself from the other shelter residents by saying, “We’ve been
here for a week and a day now… the people in here are very different than me… I see myself to
be more groomed so to speak as far as manners go… Education I know that I’m way more educated
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than most of the people that live here.” Connie stated, “Yes I am different because I get up and go.
They wanna stay and sit around and do drugs and do this and do that and drink. I, I’m trying to get
out of here, so I think I’m different.” Much of their talk focused on the extent in which the residents
utilize distancing to set themselves apart from other residents in the shelter. Although none of the
residents addressed specific people, the women gave their general impressions of people at the
shelter. Trinity House residents utilized distancing to salvage a sense of self-worth.

The Problem with Others
The accounts of shelter life given by the women seem to point at most people at the shelter
being a problem, but not themselves. For example, as previously stated, Meg said that the shelter’s
rules help others because, “if the shelter lets people lay down all day, then they would.” This
implies that she would not lay down if given the opportunity, but others would. Relating to this,
Tasha said, “Other people’s kids are bad but you still have to maintain your kids.” She too pointed
at others as being a problem, but not her family. Maria stated, “I mean it’s people in here that sit
around all day long not doing nothing.” Additionally, nearly all the women talked about the extent
to which they tried to avoid shelter “drama” and “residents who steal” by either distancing
themselves from others at the shelter or staying outside the shelter during the day. One resident
described a conflict that occurred between herself and a staff member and she placed more of the
blame on the staff member’s actions than her own. I believe the residents would not disclose to me
if they were responsible for the thefts that had taken place around the shelter or that they were
involved in the drama that was taking place around the shelter. Not only did residents talk about
others as being problems in the interviews, but I also observed this in my fieldwork. During my
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fieldwork, I mostly heard the residents talk about drama that had occurred when I was away from
the shelter. I did see a lot of the same residents during my time at the shelter and they were either
sitting around or independently attempting whatever goal they had for the day. This belittling of
others seemed to be done by residents to provide themselves with a more positive sense of selfworth by adapting the perception that they are better than others.

Social Ties
Residents also talked about the extent to which they distanced themselves from
relationships with friends and family. When asked about her connection to other residents in the
shelter, Tasha stated, “Nope I don’t talk to nobody.” When asked how others in her life respond to
her living in a homeless shelter, Sandra said, “I don’t really pay attention to [family]. I am not here
for them. I am here for me and my kids.” Maria stated, “[I have no outside social ties.] It’s just me
and my son.” When asked if she had social support outside the shelter, Connie responded by
saying, “I only ask God for my support, that’s it.” Not only did residents distance themselves from
other shelter residents, they also distanced themselves from others living on the outside, such as
family and friends. Some residents attributed their current residency to family distractions or
disagreements with friends. For example, Sandra said, “I couldn’t keep my mind on school because
my mom got on dialysis and stuff like that.” These residents claim to be isolated from individuals,
both inside and outside the shelter. According to Snow and Anderson (1987), isolation offers an
escape from others “looking down” (1340) on them.
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Institutional Distancing
For some residents, obeying the rules meant distancing themselves from the shelter for
various reasons. Similar to Snow and Anderson’s (1987) study, some residents do this by either
talking negatively about the shelter or staff or demeaning their shelter experience. A total of
seven residents employed institutional distancing strategies. For example, Tasha stated, “Me,
myself, personally I don’t be inside the building… to keep down confusion I be outside… so I
don’t be in there all day.” Here, this resident chose to spend as much time as possible away from
the shelter. This is also an example of both role and associational distancing because choosing to
remain away from the shelter also keeps her from associating with other Trinity House residents.
Institutional distancing was also evident in the residents’ perceptions of staff.
Residents’ Perceptions of Staff
During the interviews and my encounters while conducting participant observation,
residents complained that the staff were stealing and keeping shelter resources for themselves.
Residents said that staff kept food they were supposed to get rid of. Maria stated that, “Staff don’t
care or understand.” Most of the residents said that the staff were biased. Illustrating this are
comments by residents who stated, “I feel like they are more stricter on some people, like me, then
other people and I feel like that’s not fair” (Sandra), and “They got they picks and chooses of who
they mess with and who they don’t” and “others can get violations thrown out [but I can’t]”
(Maria). When talking about staff stealing, Maria said, “The good shit they get, they pack it up in
their cars and take it home.” Faye said, “We don’t get none of the new stuff anyway… I mean the
staff members get that.” According to Snow and Anderson (1987), institutional dependence
indicates “an implied self” which is similar to the negative social identity given to them by the
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larger society. Consequently, similar to Snow and Anderson’s (1987) study, residents distance
themselves from the institution so as to say they are less dependent on it. In other words, a lot of
the women’s complaints about shelter life could have been a way of presenting themselves to me
as detached from the shelter.

Adaptation
Within a total institution, there is a hierarchy, between residents and staff, that is well
understood by its members (Goffman 1961) and residents who choose to go against this are
punished in various ways (Snow and Anderson 1993). Other residents “adapted” to life at the
shelter or adjusted to shelter institutionalization by embracing their faith or re-creating hierarchies
between residents. According to Deward and Moe (2010), “This group was characterized by their
acknowledgement of their subjugated role within the shelter hierarchy. However, unlike the
unquestioned acceptance illustrated by those who submitted to their status, “adapters” reframed
their identities in ways that allowed them to define for themselves where they fit within the
hierarchy” (124). Four women in this study used the narrative strategy of adaptation. According
to Connie, who emphasized spirituality in her identity talk, “It’s a God because I got so many
blessing since I’ve been here… I think I am truly blessed.” Rose said, “I’ma give it to God then
I’ma let it go and let God fight that battle for me... The only thing I can tell people is that you have
to keep on praying to the Lord because God He gon do all things, but you gotta give him a chance.
You have to have faith and trust and believe him and all that you make it.” This strategy seemed
to give these women a sense of hope during their shelter experience as they focused on spiritual
growth.
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In my pilot study, the interviewee, Laura, was a former resident at the homeless shelter
who resided at the shelter for less than 90 days. She differentiated herself from the others by
making references to her college degrees and by stating that, unlike herself, others in the setting
had barriers that prevented them from getting housing. This is consistent with Deward and Moe’s
research because Laura reframed her identity by viewing herself to be in a better position than
others. Tasha stated that her reason for staying at the shelter was a result of living in a bad
neighborhood. She stressed that her predicament was temporary because she only needed time to
find a safer living environment. According to Deward and Moe, adaption, or considering oneself
to be “houseless” (126), could be viewed as a strategy to distinguish oneself from the chronically
homeless. Viewing themselves in a positive light provided these residents with a sense of pride
and self-worth (Deward and Moe 2010). Adaption not only provided residents with a means to
explain their predicament, but it gave these women the opportunity to distinguish themselves from
homeless individuals whom they considered to have a more permanent, ongoing experience with
homelessness, and reframe their shelter experience.

Role Distancing
Different from Snow and Anderson’s (1987) study, residents did not detach themselves
from the fact that they were homeless but preferred to be considered going through a temporary
hardship or temporarily “houselesss.” According to one resident, “...it’s nothing to be ashamed
of… The only thing that I did was I tried to... come in get the help.” According to Snow and
Anderson, “role distancing” occurs when individuals attempt to present themselves as being
removed from a particular role in society “in order to deny the virtual self-implied” (1350). This
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can be viewed as a type of adaption to the shelter because these residents were re-creating
hierarchies between themselves and those “others” whom they considered to be chronically
homeless. The residents who were employed did not mention any problems with their occupational
roles regardless of what it was. In a previous study, Rayburn and Guittar (2013) found that
homeless individuals struggled with what to share and what to hide. In other words, some
individuals make attempts to distance their self-concept and the stereotypes that are associated
with their status and because of these efforts they choose to share certain information and not to
disclose other information. This could be the case here. Even if residents had problems with their
occupational roles, they chose not to disclose that information. Instead residents stressed their
identity as workers not as homeless people with problems being homeless. Meg, who mentioned
that she was employed at a theater, shared positive stories about her job. Here, she identified herself
with the more respected category of worker. For example, when talking about her work experience,
she stated, “I don’t even get in trouble at work, so I can’t say no to my manager because I know
that it’s something that I can’t do.”
In this present study, some women disassociated themselves with such individuals who
associated with the “homeless role.” Connie referred to these individuals by stating, “They wanna
stay and sit around and do drugs and do this and drink…”; she then went on to say that she
disassociated herself from with others because of her eagerness to “get out of here [the shelter].”
During my participant observation I did notice that some residents, even the ones who participated
in the interviews, engaged in talk with other residents; however, my data does show a great deal
of distancing in the self-reports of these women. During my participant observation, I did notice
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that given the public atmosphere of the shelter and community-style living quarters, despite some
women’s attempts to distance themselves, they did interact with others in some situations.

Ideological Embracement
Ideological embracement “manifested itself primarily as an avowed commitment to a
particular religion or set of religious beliefs” (Snow and Anderson 1987:1357). In other words, for
many residents, religious beliefs transcend their experience with homelessness. Six residents
employed ideological embracement strategies. Connie stated, “I think I am truly blessed.” Meg
said, “I just need to get another Bible… and start reading the Bible again.” Another resident, Rose,
stated, “You gotta put God first in everything you do before you do it; it’s gonna come out the way
it’s supposed to come out.” She then went on to say, “My mind is focused on me and Jesus because
God is the only one that’s gonna see me through this. Whatever it is that I’m going through in life,
that’s why I put Him first and foremost then I put myself. That’s the only way I am going to make
it if I keep on focusing on the good Lord because He got the last say so before we even know what
we gonna do, He got the last say so before we even think about it.” Embracing religion allowed
these residents to have a more consistent view of their personal identities. Some residents
embraced religion for physical needs (i.e., shelter, hope for better finances and health). Others
embraced religion to feel as if they were not responsible for their homelessness, while for others
it provided a sense of hope. An example to support this claim is when Rose stated, “I just got here,
but for me the next step is to do what needs to be done for myself as far as getting all twelve
documents in. I’m trying to get my disability because my lower part of my body is worser than my
upper part. I got a lot of things that I can do and a lot of things that I can’t do. You know, so I have
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to try to motivate myself and keep on going until I can get where I need to go which is I don’t
know where that’s gonna be. I’ma give it to God then I’ma let it go and let God fight that battle
for me.” According to Connie, “You know it’s several people that’s… around here. They was
telling me, you know, don’t worry about it, God gon make a way for you. Um hum. And it just
really gave me hope, that is, my life may be better.” In sum, just as in Snow and Anderson’s (1987)
study, religious embracement is a form of identity work.

Resistance
Other residents outright disobeyed and “resisted” the shelter’s rules and the authority of
the staff. Two women in this study used the narrative strategy of resistance. According to Maria,
“I’ll be damned if you telling me what to do and I’m paying bills in my motherfucking apartment.”
After reminding this particular resident that in my paper she would be nameless and that everything
she told me would be anonymous, she exclaimed, “Use my name. I don’t care!” When informing
me about an incident that occurred between her and a staff member, another resident, Faye, stated,
“Like yesterday I did call her an ignorant person… because she’s just really ignorant.” Similar to
Deward and Moe’s (2010) study, these women verbally expressed their opinions of staff to
“[retain] a sense of themselves within the shelter” (127). These women were openly willing to
“resist” the authority of the staff as they “expressed their desire for autonomy and respect as
individuals” (127). Resistance is a big part of shelter life. All the residents talked about their
displeasure with shelter life, but as resisters detailed their discontent with shelter life, they
mentioned their willingness to challenge the power of the staff—and even engage in an altercation
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with staff. When reporting the shelter’s rules and regulations, resisters were more likely than others
at the shelter to vocally address their anger and frustrations about residing at the shelter.
In sum, the women in this study utilized three different survival strategies: submission,
adaption, and resistance. These strategies were used by shelter residents to cope with shelter life,
which could lead to a loss of autonomy, and assert their identities. Submitters embraced the total
institution and distanced themselves in situations where they could either disobey shelter rules, go
against the authority of the staff, or engage in confrontation with other residents. Unlike submitters,
adapters did not embrace the total institution but embraced their faith as a way of accepting and
making sense of their experiences with homelessness. Resisters did not embrace the total
institution and were more vocal than the other residents when it came to addressing the problems
they had with the shelter itself, staff, and other residents. Submission, adaptation, and resistance
are all forms of identity work for sheltered homeless women.

Self-Sufficiency
While some at the shelter talked about their dependence on help from others, some
residents said they just needed a “boost.” According to Sandra, you’re in charge of your own
destiny because ultimately “it falls back on you if they don’t get your information.” According to
Faye, “I am a go-getta… I just feel like I’m doing it with no help.” According to Maria, “I just
need a way until my first check, then I can buy me a monthly [bus pass] and I don't even need y'all
to help me get to work no more.” Meg contributed her shelter stay to her inability to live on her
own, which is what she will have to do in order to be self-sufficient. She then said, “You gotta get
everything in order. You gotta find things you didn’t realize you had to find.” She then stated that
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the shelter’s rules help others because, “if the shelter lets people lay down all day, then they would.
They might sleep all day.” Rose stated, “Well the only thing that prevents people from coming
back is the people. Cause if you get me a house right now, and I don’t do what it takes to maintain
it and to keep it up, it’s gonna go down and once it goes down I’m right back in the same
predicament I was in in the first place, right back here, so it’s up to the people to do what needs to
be done and maintain. And a lot of these young folks, they like to have parties, company every
day, all day long in their house, people wearing it up and tearing it up for them then when the
landlord comes and say we got complaints against you, if you keep on doing the same thing you
get put out and where you going? Right back here.” According to Lola other residents are
“lackadaisical in getting their things together and that's why it takes them so long.” Rose stated,
“I’m not really giving up; I’m tired, I’m tired. I’m not used to having to ask people for certain
things. I’m used to being an independent woman. I’m used to getting it myself, instead of waiting
on someone to give me a helping hand. I don’t have a problem with asking nobody to help me, but
in certain circumstances I should be able to do it myself. But by me not having no income anymore,
and I need some funds so it's hard for me and I can’t just go out there and say well I’m finna go to
a city office today. I gotta jump on the bus, but I don’t have any money to jump on the bus and I
can’t walk that far because of the arthritis in my back so I just took it to a rock in a hard place so
I’ma ask them what type of assistance they can give me so I can get my twelve documents that I
need to get.”
According to many residents, to be successful, residents have to exhibit personal
accountability for their pathway out of homelessness. For some, decreasing reliance on social
services gives them the idea that they are taking steps to improve their situation in the long run
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and is used as a means of impression management. Because part of the shelter’s ideology is for its
residents to accept personal responsibility for their present state, residents are essentially
embracing this ideology. Furthermore, the American meritocracy ideology—which simply means
that hard work will eventually pay off, or it is never too late for individual talent to reveal itself—
provides these women with the notion that they are in control of their lives, despite the reality that
the social and economic inequality that persists in our society shows that this is not always the
case. Still, this belief allows these sheltered homeless women the opportunity to say something,
no matter how implausible, about how they want to be regarded in a particular situation.

Role Embracement
According to Snow and Anderson (1987), embracement is when an individual accepts the
identity associated with his or her status. They found that some individuals in their study embraced
their roles as homeless individuals. Some even referred to themselves as “bums” (1354) and
admitted to associating with others who accepted such role. The residents at Trinity House did not
explicitly embrace such roles. However, a total of six residents seemingly embraced their role as
“shelter residents” because they did state that there was no reason to be ashamed of their shelter
residency (“institutional embracement”). Even though at times people feel mistreated and abused
by the shelter, at other times they are grateful for the help. As Tasha stated, “If anybody wanna
come to a shelter, you know I guess this is the one.” Contrary to residents’ previous perceptions
of staff, which entailed distancing, different residents who were interviewed had positive
perceptions of the staff and helpfulness of the shelter’s resources. Lola said the staff was “very
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helpful” and Kathy said, “Believe it or not they do a lot,” while a couple of other residents
mentioned how “sweet” some of the staff had been to them.

Fictive Storytelling
Fictive storytelling “involves the narration of stories about one’s past, present and future
experiences and accomplishments that have a fictive character to them... they tend to range from
minor exaggerations of experience to fanciful claims and fabrications” (Snow and Anderson 1987:
1358). Keeping in mind that I am writing about residents’ perceptions and not what happened in
reality, I could only go by what the residents were saying. Some shelter residents made attempts
not to disclose certain information in order to distance their self-concept and the stereotypes that
are associated with their status.

Fantasizing
According to Snow and Anderson (1987), fictive storytelling or “fantasizing” involves
“future-oriented fabrications” about oneself or “fanciful constructions that place the narrator in
positively framed situations that seem distantly removed from, if at all connected to, his past or
present” (1360). In this present study, these fantasies were organized around two themes:
employment and education. Residents at the shelter engaged in fictive storytelling to a lesser extent
than those individuals in Snow and Anderson’s (1987) study. Stephanie said, “In the future, I see
myself with a job. A better paying job,” even though she stated that she did not have a job to begin
with. Meg talked about her goal of going to a culinary school. She then went on to say that this
would happen if she were able to find free, online classes. Despite financial setbacks, Stephanie
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stated, “Well I’m starting school in the fall. I’m starting culinary arts classes, so hopefully when
my two years up I’ll be working at a restaurant because I want to open up my own restaurant.”
Rose stated, “Me, myself, and I. If God bless me with a financial blessing, I want to open up me
an adult daycare at a uh daycare facility, especially those with learning disabilities. But yeah,
wanna open an adult shelter, like if people have parents who need cared for, like you can bring
your mother and I can take care of them until you get back, that’s the kind of daycare and them for
mental disadvantage children as well because it’s hard when you have children that’s not born
right and sometimes you be needing a break and you wanna take time out for yourself, but you
can’t because nobody wants to be bother with that child.” Fantasizing helped these homeless
women to remain positive with the hopes of resolving their homelessness. Through their stories,
these residents construct their identities in a positive light by asserting their future goals—no
matter how implausible they are.

CONCLUSION
This thesis outlined how shelter residents chose to describe themselves, through selfreports, in light of what they want others to know about themselves. Identity is a conception used
to assert one's feelings of themselves and others. Identity talk is a form of identity work by which
homeless street people construct and negotiate personal identities. The identity talk of shelter
residents is negotiated in a particular context to convey certain aspects of their identity. Like the
women in this study, people engage in particular behaviors (i.e., distancing and embracement) to
assert positive self-identities as homeless individuals. People communicate and identify
themselves through talk—making references to the things that are important to them and
sometimes the things that are not so important to them. Snow and Anderson’s (1987) work on
identity talk was used to frame identity talk strategies (submission, adaptation, and resistance) to
show that they are a part of the identity work strategies of sheltered homeless women. Specifically,
I found the ways in which sheltered homeless women resist, submit, and adapt to shelter life by
engaging in distancing and/or embracement techniques to categorize themselves given their shelter
residency.
Earlier it was mentioned that shelter residents describe others (but not themselves) as the
“problem” homeless. Nearly all the residents reported the occurrence of drama and stealing that
“other” shelter residents engaged in but presented themselves as engaging in some form of
distancing to avoid being associated with these negative identities and to show themselves in a
more positive light, which provided residents with a more positive sense of self-worth. Residents
pointed fingers at everyone else to imply that they are a part of the “more respected category” of
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someone facing homelessness. Expanding on this, residents distinguished between the “good” and
“deserving” homeless and the “bad” and “undeserving” homeless. This allowed these residents to
justify and explain their situation. This ties in to the residents’ distinction between being
“houseless” vs being “homeless.” The “houseless” were those who were in a “temporary
predicament.” The chronically “homeless” faced long-term homelessness because of “poor
decision making” and “a series of bad decisions.” This adaption strategy of recreating hierarchies
between residents allowed residents to view themselves as being in a better position than others.
Dissociation from the “homeless” role provided residents with a way of distancing themselves
from the stereotypes and negative views associated with a person experiencing homelessness.
Different people experience homelessness in different ways. The residents in this study
detailed their unique circumstances and experiences relating to their homelessness. Recognizing
that the homeless population is a diverse and fluid one with individuals having diverse needs
contributes to helping these individuals solve short-term problems that they have, which help lead
to solving long-term problems. Being aware of the unique identities of the homeless may help
bring forth more useful strategies to help individuals as efficiently as possible.
Individuals experiencing homelessness all suffer from economic deprivation. Many shelter
residents have experienced long-term unemployment, and whether they come from broken
families are dealing with chronic problems (i.e., physical disability, criminal histories, or
addictions), they all are attempting to overcome homelessness. One's views of personal identity is
important because of its implication for personal well-being and whether those who are homeless
engage in homeless services in order to obtain housing and other needs that they may have.
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Benefits
Residents were able to tell their own stories in their own words during their stay in the
shelter. Giving homeless shelter residents a voice contributed to our sociological knowledge of
homelessness and identity. Negative experiences which can lead to stress or depression may affect
an individual's personal identity. Therefore the “identity talk” of homeless residents allows them
to express themselves, and understanding how the homeless perceive themselves can possibly lead
to providing them with better services. Understanding the lived experiences of homeless shelter
residents and the ways they talk about their identities is important because it gives insight as to
whether social services are meeting the needs of and improving outcomes for individual clients
(Zufferey, Carole, and Kerr 2004).

Implications
Ultimately, knowing what the homeless population are talking about and what they are
saying about themselves may be the answer to what should be done about this social problem. This
may be key to helping people redirect their lives. The homeless have a range of identities that
through talk, can be conveyed. More qualitative research where homeless individuals get to tell
their stories would help to understand the experiences of people in the midst of this social problem.
This could lead to a successful way of helping some individuals down the pathway out of
homelessness—or avoid it altogether. Differences between this study and Snow and Anderson's
(1987) may have been due to data limitations from the bias in my sample. For example, this
research relied on a small, non-random sample. I did not have longitudinal data or anything other
than self-reports. Other differences could suggest the need for further exploration on how the
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homeless talk about their identities. Given the prevalence of homelessness and the difficulties
individuals often have transitioning out of homelessness, more research is helpful.
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APPENDIX
TABLE 2
IDENTITY TALK STRATEGIES
Name

Identity Assertions_Claims

Identity Talk Strategies

Tasha

Wife/Unemployed/Resourceful/Resilient

*Adapter-Re-creating
hierarchies
DistancingAssociational/Institutional
Fictive StorytellingFantasizing

Sandra

Self-Sufficient/Unemployed

*Submitter
Distancing-Institutional
Embracement“Institutional”

Connie

Disability
Criminal record/Drug history/SelfSufficient/Entitled

*Adapter-Embracing faith
Distancing-Associational
Embracement“Institutional”/
Ideological

Maria

Employed/Self-Sufficient/Chronically homeless

*Resister
Distancing-Associational/
Institutional

Kathy

Chronically homeless/Disability/Series of bad
decisions/Widow/Drug, alcohol and criminal
history/Resourceful

*Submitter
Distancing-Associational
Embracement-Ideological/
“Institutional”

Faye

Unemployed/Entitled/Self-Sufficient

*Resister
Distancing-Institutional

Meg

Disability/Employed/Caregiver/Adopted/Not selfsufficient/Resourceful

*Submitter
Embracement-Ideological/
“Institutional”
Fictive StorytellingFantasizing

59
Lola

Student/Educated/Mannerable//Muslim/Selfsufficient/Unemployed

*Adapter-Embracing faith
Distancing-Associational/
Institutional
Embracement-Ideological

Stephanie Unemployed/Resilient/Self-sufficient

*Submitter
DistancingAssociational/Institutional
Embracement“Institutional”/
Ideological
Fictive StorytellingFantasizing

Rose

*Adapter-Embracing faith
DistancingAssociational/Institutional
Embracement“Institutional”/Ideological
Fictive StorytellingFantasizing

Applying for disability/ physical and mental health
problems/Suicidal/Resilient/Self-sufficient

*Findings similar to Deward and Moe’s (2010) study were reported. Four (40 %) of the residents
were “submitters”; four (40%) of the residents were “adapters”; and two (20 %) were “resisters.”
During the residents’ narratives, they made particular claims to their identities. These
claims are reported above. Additionally, themes similar to those found in Snow and Anderson’s
(1987) work were reported and linked to Deward and Moe’s (2010) typology of survival.
Associational distancing was exhibited in the talk of seven of the residents. Seven women in this
study engaged in institutional distancing. Institutional embracement was used as an identity talk
strategy by six residents. Ideological embracement was exhibited in the talk of six of the residents.
Fantasizing was employed by one resident.

